EXCURSIONS

GLAMOROUS PICNIC DINNER AT QUOC LO BEACH
Enjoy a choice of Western or Vietnamese picnic menus in the
romantic setting of Quoc Lo beach, located on the southern tip of
our property. Relax on comfy cushions set out on a rug with a
table beside the millenarian beach’s rocks, and warm yourself
nearby the campfire that we’ll light up for you. Chilled bubbles or
round burgundy, the choice is yours.

HON NGANG ISLAND PICNIC
Just a 10-minute boat journey away, Hon Ngang Island offers a
seductive escape that is yours to treasure in blissful privacy. Chat
over the culinary options with our culinary expert, choosing
between tasty salad creations, seafood treats and barbeque delights,
paired with a selection of beverages. Savour your picnic on a rug
laid out with cushions and a low table. Relax afterwards, drinking in
the tranquil ocean panorama. Enjoy a stroll around your tiny private
island, followed perhaps by a cool swim and a spot of snorkeling,
feeling fully refreshed before the journey back to the resort.
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LOCAL MARKET TOUR WITH STREET SMART
BUDDY
With our Street Smart Buddy as your knowledgeable insider
guide, visit the Quy Nhon central market fisherman market
and night market in order to get a real sense of local
adventure. From haggling over souvenirs, arts and crafts and
pottery items, to finding the best food vendors and
discovering the night market’s secret highlights, this trip can be
tailored to your personal preferences. Travel by hotel car or
scooter for a private tour of between one and three hours.
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BINH DINH DEEP SEA FISHING
Try your skills at line fishing and experience the glittering waters
from a local’s point of view aboard a traditional sailing boat.
A bite is almost guaranteed.
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HALF-DAY BICYCLE TOUR AT XUAN HAI
Stepping back in time is a charming adventure with this 17.6
kilometre self-guided cyclo tour. Travel at your own pace to a
village that remains untouched by tourism. Don’t miss dining at
the floating restaurant, which serves the seafood catch of the
day in truly local style.

DAP DA VILLAGE TOUR
Take a comfortable trip in an air conditioned luxury car to this
artisanal village to see its handcrafted pottery, woodwork,
blacksmiths and Vietnamese rice hats.
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CHAM HISTORICAL JOURNEY
Make the most of AVANI Quy Nhon’s unique location at the
heart of one of the world's most intriguing destinations. Our
local experts and guides will take you on an up-close historic
journey through the 11th century Cham dynasty . Discover the
complex of Banh It towers, an old tower cluster of Champa
people. Standing at the foot of the towers or on the peak on a
high mount, you can sense the immenseness of the universe
and never-ending of time. Explore the three spires of the
Duong Long Towers, the most beautiful and fascinating relic
from the Cham Pa culture, and admire the carved stone
designs which are drawing the attention of researchers. Finish
your fantastic journey with the Doi Tower (twin towers) and
contemplate the giant linga and yoni stone statues in white that
represent man’s maintenance and immortality.
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QUY NHON CITY ON 4 OR 2 WHEELS
Choose your transportation mode, by scooter or by car, and
depart for a well-rounded mix of the city’s attractions, including
the Cham Doi Towers, Long Khanh Temple, the bustling Dam
Market and the buzzing Queen Beach offering multiple arts and
crafts objects and souvenirs. End your excursion with a cultural
stop at the fascinating Binh Dinh History Museum.
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HISTORY AND MARTIAL ARTS AT QUANG
TRUNG MUSEUM
Located in the southern part of the central region, Binh Dinh
province is not only known as the land of Vietnamese
traditional martial arts but also the birthplace of King Quang
Trung, leader of the Tay Son uprising at the end the 18th
century. The museum dedicated to this national hero is a
historic landmark that will certainly attract your attention.
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